PRE - TAR - TREATMENT
Pre-Tar-Treatment is our patented trade mark and a unique
method that we have developed to pre-treat outdoor panel
that later will be painted with tar paints. The advantage of
Pre Tar Treatment is that it is completely odorless and dry.
Thus, it makes it possible for house builders to panel inside
their factory. It is recommended to apply the final tar paint
as soon as the house is finished, but at the latest within three
years. Final painting should applied during painting season
Apr - Sep, when the temperature does not fall below 10 degrees.
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Pre - Tar - Treatment
is a diffusion open
transparent glaze in its
basic design.
It is pigmented with
desired color that matches the final shade of the
panels. The treatment
gives the necessary protection against mold.
We work closely together
with Auson the producer
of Tar the colors.
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Surface treatment process
According to new directives for the wood industry (Boverket's Building Regulations BBR),
wood must be retained fire class D for all industrial surface treatment. This is why we at
Svensk Trälackering have developed this very simple, flexible and cost-effective method
that retain fire class D. Below we show the Pre-Tar - Treatment approach.
One coating with PRE - TAR - TREATENT and one with Tar Paint correspond to two coats
with tar paint in quality / durability but is significantly lower in price.
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We applöy Pre - Tar- Treatment

You apply panel in your factory
oderless and dry.
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Customer gets the house
ready wall by wall.
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The Method is:

Accessible all year regardless of weather and temerature
Oderless and dry
Cost effective
Fire class D
The Nordic Swan Ecolabel

Possible colors after Pre - Tar - Treatment
Click on any of the cans of color below and get more informaiton about it.

Pre - Tar - Treatment is well tested by many companies. just to mention a few;
Willa Nordic and Mälarvillan.

Down load PRE - TAR - TREATMENT
pdf here

Information about the tar colors and much more, please visit: www.auson.se

